








EOR/Cosmic+Dawn+1+

!
Summary'from'Cath'Tro.'(ICRAR3Cur4n)'
!
~20!core!a*endees!in!the!SWG!session(s)!
!
SWG!with!48person!management!team!(MT)!

!Chair!–!Jonathan!Pritchard!(UK)!
! !Garrelt!Mellema!(SW)!
! !Cath+Tro5+(Aus)+
! !Leon!Koopmans!(NL)!

!
Broad!agreement!to!form!at!EoR/CD!KSP!Proposal!science!team!
!!



EOR/Cosmic+Dawn+2+

!

Envisage!one!KSP!Proposal:!2!Broad!experiments!
!
(1)  Precision!experiment:!!the!staQsical!esQmaQon,!then!!
tomographic!mapping!of!21cm!T_b!over!large!area!of!sky!&!!
z!range!(LOW)!
!
(2)!More!tradiQonal!spectral!line!obs:!Detect!HI!along!L8O8S!to!!
high8z!radio!sources!(LOW,!MID)!
!
Lots!of!commensality!(1)!is!a!three8Qered!strategy!!
Transients,!ConQnuum!Survey,!HI!Galaxies,!Exoplanets,!Cosmology!IM!experiment,!SHI!

!
Value!in!having!access!to!commissioning/ES!data!(SDP!consorQum):!
use!super8shallow!survey!data!to!characterise!data!&!instrument!
!!



Transients+1+

!
Summary'from'J3P'Macquart'(ICRAR3Cur4n)'
!
~20!a*endees!in!the!SWG!session(s)!–!SWG!is!about!50!member!
!
SWG!Chairs!are!J8P!(Aus)!&!Michael!Rupen!(Canada)!
!
!
4!Australian!a*endees!–!J8P,!Ian!Morrison,!Tara!Murphy,!!

!Cath!Tro*,!Randall!Wayth!
!
General!agreement!that!this!SWG!would!propose!283!KSPs!
!



Transients+2+
(1)  Looking!back!in!Qme:!FRBs!&!high!t!resoluQon!events!!
(conQnuous!single!pulse!searching!all!the!Qme…)!
!
(2)!The!power!of!gravity:!studying!accreQon8powered!explosions!on!
!Qmescales!of!seconds!to!years!
!
(3)!monitoring!the!variable!radio!sky!
Could!be!merged!with!(2)!!!
!
Lots!of!commensality:!clearly!with!Pulsars!&!more!
Very!keen!on!public!(free!access!to!data),!cross!observatory!!
CollaboraQon,!and!transient!alerts!(as!now)!
!
Q!to!SKAO!–!is!cross8obs!discussion!happening!at!the!meta8level?!



Pulsar'KSP'
A"er%much%discussion%arrived%at%a%single%KSP%for%pulsars.%

%

Understanding%gravity%and%fundamental%interac<ons%%

using%pulsars%and%black%holes%

%

By%what%measures%at%its%conclusion%will%the%KSP%be%deemed%to%have%been%successful?%%

%

0.%Tripling%the%currently%known%pulsar%popula<on%%

1.%Finding%highly%rela<vis<c%systems%and%improving%tests%of%gravity%

%in%the%strong%field%regime%by%at%least%one%order%of%magnitude%

2.%Finding%at%least%one%pulsar%H%black%hole%binary%and%informing%

%quantum%gravity%

3.%Detec<ng%gravita<onal%waves%at%nanoHertz%frequencies%

4.%Improving%the%massHradius%rela<on%(NS%equa<on%of%state)%by%

%more%than%an%order%of%magnitude%

%

%

%%%%



Governance''

What%is%the%appropriate%internal%governance%structure%for%this%KSP?%

%

A"SINGLE"KSP"enabled'by'a'Galac3c'census'of'the'pulsar'popula3on,'organized'
into'a'number'(tdb)'of'COMPLEMENTARY"SCIENCE"PACKAGES"
'

' 'Each'science'package'has'individual'leadership'composed'of:'
% % %H%a%spokesperson%/%chairperson%

% % %H%a%steering%commiUee%(size%tbd)%

' 'with'a'broad'representa3on'from'member'countries'
%

' 'There'will'also'be'an'overDarching'Board'that%provides%highHlevel%% %

% %direc<on%(and%funding)%composed%of:%

% % %H%1%or%2%leading%types%from%each%subHproject%

% % %H%a%single%figureHhead%chair%person%(the%PI%for%the%pulsar%KSP)%

% % %H%a%representa<ve%from%the%SKAO%%

%



Governance'(cont’ed)'

! %Any'individual'should%be%limited%to%par<cipa<ng%in'at'most'2'or'3'subDprojects.'

! %All'leadership'/'board'membership%will%be%rota3ng%(e.g.%fixed%terms).%

! %Normal%members:%

%H%commitment%of%<me%and%effort%(tbd)%

%H%terms%of%accountability%and%membership%criteria%(tbd)%

%%

For'the'SKA'Office:'
%get%rid%of%the%quota%system%for%KSP%membership%

%let%the%KSP%organise%itself%with%minimal%SKAO%interference%

%freeze%the%design%of%the%telescope%asap%

%commensality%is%good%but%the%devil%is%in%the%detail%

%%

%



HI Galaxy Science with 
the SKA

Members of the HI SWG in Stockholm:  

Martin Meyer (co-chair), Erwin de Blok (co-chair), 
Lister Staveley-Smith, Tom Oosterloo, Raffaella 
Morganti, Attila Popping, Kristine Spekkens, Lourdes 
Verdes-Montenegro, Kelley Hess, Sarah Blyth, Neeraj 
Gupta, Toshihiro Handa, Thijs van der Hulst 
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temperature and filling factor of the neutral gas. Conversely, if some reasonable assumptions 
about the spin temperature and filling factor can be made (e.g. Braun 2012), then an HI column 
density can be estimated even without optical Ly α measurements. As can be seen from 
equation (1), at fixed HI column density the observed optical depth rises as the mean spin 
temperature decreases, so HI 21cm absorption measurements are most sensitive to the cold 
neutral gas within galaxies (Rao & Briggs 1993) – in contrast to HI 21cm emission-line studies, 
which are sensitive to both warm and cold gas.  

One disadvantage of HI 21cm absorption studies is that their view of the HI distribution is 
limited to the regions where the background continuum is present. To partly compensate for 
this, it is important to take advantage of other gas diagnostics (i.e. multiwaveband data) and 
information about other gas phases (ionized and molecular) where possible.  

2. Associated absorption 

2.1 Motivation and previous work  
 
HI 21cm absorption in radio AGN has been detected and studied for many years, starting with 
the detection against the core of the radio source Centaurus A (Roberts 1970) and the nearby 
spiral galaxy NGC 4945 (Whiteoak & Gardner 1976). This associated HI absorption has been 

used to trace the gas in central regions of radio 
AGN, as well as to probe the extreme physical 
conditions due to the interplay between the 
energy released by the active black hole (BH) 
and the ISM.  

The detection of HI 21cm absorption in 
active galaxies has been often considered a 
tracer of circumnuclear disks. Several such 
cases have been studied, e.g. Beswick et al. 
2004, Struve & Conway 2010, 2012, Peck & 
Taylor 2001, Morganti et al. 2008. However, 
even more intriguing has been the discovery 
that HI can also be associated with 
kinematically extreme phenomena. Fast (≥ 
1000 km s-1) and massive (up to 50 M⊙ yr-1) 
outflows have been found traced by HI 
(Morganti et al. 2005, Teng et al. 2013, 
Morganti et al. 2013 and ref. therein). Gas 
outflows driven by AGN and supernovae 
(SNe) are a key ingredient in current models 
of galaxy evolution (e.g. Croton et al. 2006; 
Hopkins & Elvis 2010; Schaye et al. 2015), 
since they can efficiently heat up or even 
expel gas from a galaxy. This feedback 

 

Figure 1 – HI absorption in 3C293, as detected by the 
WSRT. A broad, shallow HI absorption is detected as 
well as a deep, narrower component. The latter is 
associated with the circumnuclear disk/dust-lane 
while the former represent gas associated to a fast 
outflow (~1400 km s-1, Morganti et al. 2003). Because 
of its location (~0.5kpc from the nucleus) the outflow 
appears to be driven by the radio jet/lobe. This 
profile shows the need for a stable instrumental 
bandpass as discussed in Sec.2. 
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Galactic and Magellanic Evolution Naomi M. McClure-Griffiths

Figure 4: Source density of H I absorption measurements expected with SKA1 of the WNM (left) and the
CNM (right). Each dot is an anticipated absorption measurement. The color image in the background is H I

emission, where color represents velocity from the Parkes Galactic All-Sky Survey (McClure-Griffiths et al.
2009).

by emission fluctuations around a continuum source. It is therefore essential to have sufficient
surface brightness sensitivity on angular scales < 30” to measure the fluctuations in emission.
Extrapolating spatial power spectra currently measured in the Galactic plane and MCs (Elmegreen
et al. 2001; Dickey et al. 2001) suggests that we will require sT < 1.7 K at 30” to fully take
advantage of the sensitivity of the absorption measurements.

The average linewidth, even for cold H I, will be 2.5 km s�1, so some gains can be achieved
by averaging channels. Averaging to ⇠ 1 km s�1 channels will give st < 0.05 towards more than
10 sources deg�2. If t = NHI/(1.8⇥1018 cm�2 Ts ⇤Dv), we can detect NHI = 5.6⇥1018 cm�2 in
a 2.5 km s�1 line, assuming Ts = 100 K. This will be an outstanding progression beyond the well
known Millennium survey (Heiles & Troland 2003, 2005), which has been the gold-standard for
our knowledge of the distribution of temperatures in the MW neutral ISM with its measurement of
202 cold neutral components toward 79 high Galactic latitude sources.

Furthermore, the all-sky SKA1 H I absorption survey will measure absorption in the WNM.
While the 21-SPONGE survey (Murray et al. 2014) will undoubtedly directly measure several
WNM temperatures, the numbers of measurements before the SKA1 are likely to be of the order
of tens. The SKA1-SUR all-sky absorption survey will be able to directly detect this WNM com-
ponent towards hundreds of sources, as shown in Figures 3 and 4. Measurements of H I absorption
will extend to HVCs, where there are currently only two (Wakker et al. 1991; Matthews et al. 2009).
Given the sky density of background sources and the column density distribution of known HVCs
(Moss et al. 2013), a blind all-sky survey covering all HVCs should detect cold H I components
in absorption towards most known HVCs (d < +30�) with narrow line components and measure
their spin temperatures.

For maximal efficiency of SKA1-SUR time this project should be conducted commensally
with an all-sky continuum or extra-galactic H I survey, provided the correlator can be configured
to provide 1.5 kHz spectral channels over ⇠ 5 MHz around 1420 MHz. This could be achieved
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Figure 3. Peak brightness of H i emission determined at 60 arcsec and 6 km s−1

resolution of the central 50% of the survey region. Peak brightness is shown on
a square-root scale which saturates at 90 K. The beam FWHM is indicated in
the lower left corner.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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Figure 4. Peak brightness of H i emission determined at 30 arcsec and 6 km s−1

resolution of the central 50% of the survey region. Peak brightness is shown on
a square-root scale which saturates at 120 K. The beam FWHM is indicated in
the lower left corner.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

comparable to its own spin temperature together with a single
cooler, opaque feature in the foreground. In this simple case
the HISA temperature decrement would give some information
about the spin temperature of the foreground component. More
complicated geometries are easily conceivable. Adding a third
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Figure 5. Peak brightness of H i emission determined at about 15 arcsec and 6
km s−1 resolution of the central 50% of the survey region. Peak brightness is
shown on a square-root scale which saturates at 120 K. The beam FWHM is
indicated in the lower left corner.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

warm, semi-opaque foreground component to make a warm–
cool–warm “sandwich” would significantly fill in the detected
temperature decrement. Clearly, the interpretation of the HISA
temperature decrements in physical terms is poorly constrained.

The largest individual features seen in the Gibson et al.
(2005) Galactic HISA sample extend over about 5◦ at 2 kpc
distance, and so have lengths as large as 175 pc. A subset of the
Galactic HISA features, such as those kinematically associated
with the Perseus spiral arm, is organized over tens of degrees
making the complexes at least 1 kpc long. The departure from
the Galactic edge-on geometry to the ∼78◦ inclination of M31
(Braun 1991) means that the necessary alignment conditions for
witnessing HISA are essentially eliminated on large scales in
M31. Instead, the “sandwich” geometry that can yield large-
scale HISA features in the Galaxy would be projected into
spatially resolved, parallel “slices” of semi-opaque gas of
different spin temperature. We identify the filamentary local
minima in peak brightness seen in M31 with the colder opaque
features that are responsible for large-scale HISA in the Galaxy.
We use the term “self-opaque” to emphasis the importance of
internal optical depth effects in determining the profile shapes of
these features, as distinct from “self-absorption” which implies
a substantial temperature contrast of features that overlap both
along the line of sight and in radial velocity.

By comparison to the kpc extent of Galactic HISA complexes,
the self-opaque filamentary minima in M31 (for example the one
running from (α, δ) ∼ (00:45:25, +41:36) to (00:45:55,+41:50)
in Figure 6) are often in excess of 10 arcmin in length
corresponding to more than 2 kpc. One such linear feature is seen
to cross very near the line of sight to the background continuum
source J004218+412926 (=B0039+412), as seen in Figure 7.
H i absorption measurements for this source and several others
have been published previously in Braun & Walterbos (1992).
We will comment further on these sources below. More complex

Braun et al 2009

With 1” beam SKA2  
reaches 2.5 x 1020 cm-2 
in 10 hours. 
 
50 pc resolution out  
to 11 Mpc 
!
Can do THINGS out to 
100 Mpc 

Transformational…

Figure 2: Integrated H I map of M31 from high-resolution observations by Braun et al. (2009). The
resolution of these observations is ⇠ 50 pc. The beam is indicated by the arrow in the bottom-left corner.
SKA will enable highly detailed observations of this kind for hundreds of galaxies.

of the Kim et al. (2003) LMC observations. There are ⇠ 75 galaxies with independent distance
measurements within that distance in the part of the sky accessible to the SKA. This includes, for
example, the Sculptor group.

There are therefore a significant number of galaxies out to these distances, and this opens up
the exciting prospect of being able to characterize the properties and morphologies of individual
H I clouds in other galaxies over a wide range of environments. Combination with high-resolution
ALMA observations should provide a comprehensive picture of the condition for and first phases
of star formation.

2.2 Dynamics and Dark Matter

The high angular resolution that can be achieved with SKA will also be of importance to
studies of the internal dynamics of galaxies and the distribution of dark matter.

H I studies played a major role in the 1970s and 1980s to establish the presence of dark matter
in gas rich galaxies, necessary to keep up the extended, flat (or rising) rotation curves at large radii.
More recent work on late-type low surface brightness galaxies showed that pure LCDM models
are in disagreement with observations, the so-called core-cusp controversy (de Blok 2010). Recent
attempts to solve this problem concentrate on introducing feedback in the star formation recipes
used in the numerical simulations of galaxy formation (Oh et al. 2011), so that an initially cuspy
dark matter distribution can be modified sufficiently. Research on this problem can be expected to
continue to progress, until a better understanding of these feedback mechanisms has been reached.
At present, the predictions from these simulations seem to begin to work for small galaxies, but for
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HI Science PrioritiesPossible SKA1 Surveys

Survey Area Freq HI <z> (zlim) T
(deg2) MHz Resolution (hrs)

Medium wide 400 950-1420 10” 0.1 (0.3) 2000

Medium deep 20 950-1420 5” 0.2 (0.5) 2000

Deep 1 pointing 600-1050 2” 0.5 (1) 3000

Targeted ISM 30 targets 1400-1420 3”-30” 0.002 (0.01) 3000

Targeted Accretion 30 targets 1400-1420 30”-1” 0.002 (0.01) 3000

Galaxy/MS 500 1418-1422 10”-1’ 0 (0) 4.500

Galaxy Abs (5000) 1418-1422 2” 0 (0) (10.000)

Absorption 1000+ 350-1050 2” 1 (3) 1,000+

1000 200-350 10” 4 (6) 1.000

Minimum Requirements 

Updated from Staveley-Smith & Oosterloo,  

2015, PoS, AASKA14, 167

5 yr x 8000 h x 75% = 30000 h   

Minimum Requirements

Galaxy  
Evolution

Nearby  
ISM + IGM

Our  
Galaxy

High-z  
Absorption
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temperature and filling factor of the neutral gas. Conversely, if some reasonable assumptions 
about the spin temperature and filling factor can be made (e.g. Braun 2012), then an HI column 
density can be estimated even without optical Ly α measurements. As can be seen from 
equation (1), at fixed HI column density the observed optical depth rises as the mean spin 
temperature decreases, so HI 21cm absorption measurements are most sensitive to the cold 
neutral gas within galaxies (Rao & Briggs 1993) – in contrast to HI 21cm emission-line studies, 
which are sensitive to both warm and cold gas.  

One disadvantage of HI 21cm absorption studies is that their view of the HI distribution is 
limited to the regions where the background continuum is present. To partly compensate for 
this, it is important to take advantage of other gas diagnostics (i.e. multiwaveband data) and 
information about other gas phases (ionized and molecular) where possible.  

2. Associated absorption 

2.1 Motivation and previous work  
 
HI 21cm absorption in radio AGN has been detected and studied for many years, starting with 
the detection against the core of the radio source Centaurus A (Roberts 1970) and the nearby 
spiral galaxy NGC 4945 (Whiteoak & Gardner 1976). This associated HI absorption has been 

used to trace the gas in central regions of radio 
AGN, as well as to probe the extreme physical 
conditions due to the interplay between the 
energy released by the active black hole (BH) 
and the ISM.  

The detection of HI 21cm absorption in 
active galaxies has been often considered a 
tracer of circumnuclear disks. Several such 
cases have been studied, e.g. Beswick et al. 
2004, Struve & Conway 2010, 2012, Peck & 
Taylor 2001, Morganti et al. 2008. However, 
even more intriguing has been the discovery 
that HI can also be associated with 
kinematically extreme phenomena. Fast (≥ 
1000 km s-1) and massive (up to 50 M⊙ yr-1) 
outflows have been found traced by HI 
(Morganti et al. 2005, Teng et al. 2013, 
Morganti et al. 2013 and ref. therein). Gas 
outflows driven by AGN and supernovae 
(SNe) are a key ingredient in current models 
of galaxy evolution (e.g. Croton et al. 2006; 
Hopkins & Elvis 2010; Schaye et al. 2015), 
since they can efficiently heat up or even 
expel gas from a galaxy. This feedback 

 

Figure 1 – HI absorption in 3C293, as detected by the 
WSRT. A broad, shallow HI absorption is detected as 
well as a deep, narrower component. The latter is 
associated with the circumnuclear disk/dust-lane 
while the former represent gas associated to a fast 
outflow (~1400 km s-1, Morganti et al. 2003). Because 
of its location (~0.5kpc from the nucleus) the outflow 
appears to be driven by the radio jet/lobe. This 
profile shows the need for a stable instrumental 
bandpass as discussed in Sec.2. 
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Galactic and Magellanic Evolution Naomi M. McClure-Griffiths

Figure 4: Source density of H I absorption measurements expected with SKA1 of the WNM (left) and the
CNM (right). Each dot is an anticipated absorption measurement. The color image in the background is H I

emission, where color represents velocity from the Parkes Galactic All-Sky Survey (McClure-Griffiths et al.
2009).

by emission fluctuations around a continuum source. It is therefore essential to have sufficient
surface brightness sensitivity on angular scales < 30” to measure the fluctuations in emission.
Extrapolating spatial power spectra currently measured in the Galactic plane and MCs (Elmegreen
et al. 2001; Dickey et al. 2001) suggests that we will require sT < 1.7 K at 30” to fully take
advantage of the sensitivity of the absorption measurements.

The average linewidth, even for cold H I, will be 2.5 km s�1, so some gains can be achieved
by averaging channels. Averaging to ⇠ 1 km s�1 channels will give st < 0.05 towards more than
10 sources deg�2. If t = NHI/(1.8⇥1018 cm�2 Ts ⇤Dv), we can detect NHI = 5.6⇥1018 cm�2 in
a 2.5 km s�1 line, assuming Ts = 100 K. This will be an outstanding progression beyond the well
known Millennium survey (Heiles & Troland 2003, 2005), which has been the gold-standard for
our knowledge of the distribution of temperatures in the MW neutral ISM with its measurement of
202 cold neutral components toward 79 high Galactic latitude sources.

Furthermore, the all-sky SKA1 H I absorption survey will measure absorption in the WNM.
While the 21-SPONGE survey (Murray et al. 2014) will undoubtedly directly measure several
WNM temperatures, the numbers of measurements before the SKA1 are likely to be of the order
of tens. The SKA1-SUR all-sky absorption survey will be able to directly detect this WNM com-
ponent towards hundreds of sources, as shown in Figures 3 and 4. Measurements of H I absorption
will extend to HVCs, where there are currently only two (Wakker et al. 1991; Matthews et al. 2009).
Given the sky density of background sources and the column density distribution of known HVCs
(Moss et al. 2013), a blind all-sky survey covering all HVCs should detect cold H I components
in absorption towards most known HVCs (d < +30�) with narrow line components and measure
their spin temperatures.

For maximal efficiency of SKA1-SUR time this project should be conducted commensally
with an all-sky continuum or extra-galactic H I survey, provided the correlator can be configured
to provide 1.5 kHz spectral channels over ⇠ 5 MHz around 1420 MHz. This could be achieved
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Figure 3. Peak brightness of H i emission determined at 60 arcsec and 6 km s−1

resolution of the central 50% of the survey region. Peak brightness is shown on
a square-root scale which saturates at 90 K. The beam FWHM is indicated in
the lower left corner.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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Figure 4. Peak brightness of H i emission determined at 30 arcsec and 6 km s−1

resolution of the central 50% of the survey region. Peak brightness is shown on
a square-root scale which saturates at 120 K. The beam FWHM is indicated in
the lower left corner.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

comparable to its own spin temperature together with a single
cooler, opaque feature in the foreground. In this simple case
the HISA temperature decrement would give some information
about the spin temperature of the foreground component. More
complicated geometries are easily conceivable. Adding a third
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Figure 5. Peak brightness of H i emission determined at about 15 arcsec and 6
km s−1 resolution of the central 50% of the survey region. Peak brightness is
shown on a square-root scale which saturates at 120 K. The beam FWHM is
indicated in the lower left corner.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

warm, semi-opaque foreground component to make a warm–
cool–warm “sandwich” would significantly fill in the detected
temperature decrement. Clearly, the interpretation of the HISA
temperature decrements in physical terms is poorly constrained.

The largest individual features seen in the Gibson et al.
(2005) Galactic HISA sample extend over about 5◦ at 2 kpc
distance, and so have lengths as large as 175 pc. A subset of the
Galactic HISA features, such as those kinematically associated
with the Perseus spiral arm, is organized over tens of degrees
making the complexes at least 1 kpc long. The departure from
the Galactic edge-on geometry to the ∼78◦ inclination of M31
(Braun 1991) means that the necessary alignment conditions for
witnessing HISA are essentially eliminated on large scales in
M31. Instead, the “sandwich” geometry that can yield large-
scale HISA features in the Galaxy would be projected into
spatially resolved, parallel “slices” of semi-opaque gas of
different spin temperature. We identify the filamentary local
minima in peak brightness seen in M31 with the colder opaque
features that are responsible for large-scale HISA in the Galaxy.
We use the term “self-opaque” to emphasis the importance of
internal optical depth effects in determining the profile shapes of
these features, as distinct from “self-absorption” which implies
a substantial temperature contrast of features that overlap both
along the line of sight and in radial velocity.

By comparison to the kpc extent of Galactic HISA complexes,
the self-opaque filamentary minima in M31 (for example the one
running from (α, δ) ∼ (00:45:25, +41:36) to (00:45:55,+41:50)
in Figure 6) are often in excess of 10 arcmin in length
corresponding to more than 2 kpc. One such linear feature is seen
to cross very near the line of sight to the background continuum
source J004218+412926 (=B0039+412), as seen in Figure 7.
H i absorption measurements for this source and several others
have been published previously in Braun & Walterbos (1992).
We will comment further on these sources below. More complex

Braun et al 2009

With 1” beam SKA2  
reaches 2.5 x 1020 cm-2 
in 10 hours. 
 
50 pc resolution out  
to 11 Mpc 
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Figure 2: Integrated H I map of M31 from high-resolution observations by Braun et al. (2009). The
resolution of these observations is ⇠ 50 pc. The beam is indicated by the arrow in the bottom-left corner.
SKA will enable highly detailed observations of this kind for hundreds of galaxies.

of the Kim et al. (2003) LMC observations. There are ⇠ 75 galaxies with independent distance
measurements within that distance in the part of the sky accessible to the SKA. This includes, for
example, the Sculptor group.

There are therefore a significant number of galaxies out to these distances, and this opens up
the exciting prospect of being able to characterize the properties and morphologies of individual
H I clouds in other galaxies over a wide range of environments. Combination with high-resolution
ALMA observations should provide a comprehensive picture of the condition for and first phases
of star formation.

2.2 Dynamics and Dark Matter

The high angular resolution that can be achieved with SKA will also be of importance to
studies of the internal dynamics of galaxies and the distribution of dark matter.

H I studies played a major role in the 1970s and 1980s to establish the presence of dark matter
in gas rich galaxies, necessary to keep up the extended, flat (or rising) rotation curves at large radii.
More recent work on late-type low surface brightness galaxies showed that pure LCDM models
are in disagreement with observations, the so-called core-cusp controversy (de Blok 2010). Recent
attempts to solve this problem concentrate on introducing feedback in the star formation recipes
used in the numerical simulations of galaxy formation (Oh et al. 2011), so that an initially cuspy
dark matter distribution can be modified sufficiently. Research on this problem can be expected to
continue to progress, until a better understanding of these feedback mechanisms has been reached.
At present, the predictions from these simulations seem to begin to work for small galaxies, but for
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HI Science Priorities: CommensalityPossible SKA1 Surveys

Survey Area Freq HI <z> (zlim) T
(deg2) MHz Resolution (hrs)

Medium wide 400 950-1420 10” 0.1 (0.3) 2000

Medium deep 20 950-1420 5” 0.2 (0.5) 2000

Deep 1 pointing 600-1050 2” 0.5 (1) 3000

Targeted ISM 30 targets 1400-1420 3”-30” 0.002 (0.01) 3000

Targeted Accretion 30 targets 1400-1420 30”-1” 0.002 (0.01) 3000

Galaxy/MS 500 1418-1422 10”-1’ 0 (0) 4.500

Galaxy Abs (5000) 1418-1422 2” 0 (0) (10.000)

Absorption 1000+ 350-1050 2” 1 (3) 1,000+

1000 200-350 10” 4 (6) 1.000

Minimum Requirements 

Updated from Staveley-Smith & Oosterloo,  

2015, PoS, AASKA14, 167

5 yr x 8000 h x 75% = 30000 h   

Galaxy  
Evolution

Nearby  
ISM + IGM

Our  
Galaxy

High-z  
Absorption

Possible Commensal SKA1 Surveys

Survey
Area Freq T Magnetism Cosmology/ Continuum

(deg2) MHz (hrs) EoR

Medium wide 400 950-1420 2000 1000 sq deg 5000 hours 
weak lensing similar strategy

Medium deep 20 950-1420 2000
100 deg2 tracing 

cosmic web, smilar 
depth

similar strategy

Deep 1 pointing 600-1050 3000 compatible; magn. 
plans wider

useful only if in 
band 1

Targeted 30 targets 1400-1420 3000 good match in sample, res 
and depth

Targeted (Accr) (30 targets) 1400-1420 (3000)

Galaxy/MS 500 1418-1422 4500

Galaxy Abs (5000) 1418-1422 (10000)

Absorption 1000+ 350-1050 1,000+ all sky, optimum 
commensality if band 1

1000 200-350 1.000 fully commensal 5000 deg2 
absorption survey

Minimum Requirements 

and commensal with 
medium-wide HI band 2

commensal with Galaxy + Magn WG to get optimum  
 1200 deg2 and 11500 hours

fully commensal with “Galaxy/MS”, continuum, magnetism

fully commensal with ISM Accretion



HI Science Priorities: 10,000hr 

require small areas if want 
to resolve galaxies

Galaxy  
Evolution

30+ galaxies 
100+ hours/gal

Our  
Galaxy

High-z  
Absorption

Band 2: < 1k deg2 

Band 1: < 10 deg2 

Emission: ~1k deg2 
Absorp: ~5k deg2

Up to all-sky 
(band 1, SKA1-low)

Nearby  
ISM + IGM
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New$Science$Working$Group$–$Chair:$Robert$Beswick;$membership$is$increasing$
$

Our$goals$for$the$week:$$

•$Discussion$to$focus$on$‘key$science$concepts$(KSCs)’$rather$than$projects$I$started'this'
process'during'the'week'–'outline'to'be'forwarded'to'the'wider'group'for'discussion$

•$Explore$commensality$and$science$goal$synergies$with$other$SWGs$–$$high'degree'of'
commensality'in'many'areas'but'high'level'of'synergy'in'the'science'goals'that'needs'to'be'
developed''

$

Broad$science$areas$$

•$Masers$in$the$LMC/SMC,$MegaImasers$in$local$universe$

$(OH$~1.6$GHz$at$z$<$0.85,$with$Band2$;$$H2O$22.2$GHz$at$z$<$3.45,$with$Band5+)$$$

•$Molecular$gas$in$the$local$universe;$at$high$redshi`$$

'Cosmic'evolu:on'of'molecular'gas'density;'link'to'Galac:c'studies$

$CO$I$molecular$gas$reservoir$;$HCN,$HCO+$$I$dense,$starIforming$gas$

Extragalac:c'molecular'spectroscopy'SWG'
'



Coordinated by : Rob Beswick from the Extragalactic Spectroscopy SWG; Andrew Walsh from the Our Galaxy SWG 
Possible though the Advanced Instrumentation Programme 

$
Band$5+$$
CO$:$z$>$4$
CS$:$z$>$0$$
HCN,$HCO+$:$+$$z>2.5$$
$
Band$5$:$$
CO$:$z$>$7.5,$$
CS$:$z$>$2.5$
HCN,$HCO+$$:$z>6$
$

Band 5+ : resolve a variety low J dense gas tracers from z~2!6  

White'paper':'Science'case'for'Band'5+'
' ' ' ' ' ' ' 'Extension'of'band'5'from'13.8GHz'to'~24GHz'

''



New$Science$Working$Group$–$Chairs:$Mark$Thompson,$Grazia$Umana;$membership$is$increasing$
$

1.'Wide'and'“shallow”'Band'5'con:nuum'survey'

$5I10$GHz,$3$μJy$rms$(congnuum),$|b|<5$with$bulge$covered$at$|b|<15.$Long.$from$I170$to$+60.$$
$Stellar$evolugon$from$cradle$to$grave$(YSO$to$PNe),$Accregng$compact$objects$

2.$Deep'and'“narrow”'Band'5'line'survey'

$5I10$GHz$(survey)$and$10I15$GHz$(pointed$followup),$0.1$K$rms$in$0.1$km/s$channels$(spectral)$&$ $
$0.4$μJy$rms$(congnuum).$|b|<1,$longitudes$I70$to$+$60.$H2CO$absorpgon$(volume$density$of$molecular$
$gas),$recombinagon$lines,$radio$stars$

3.'Wide'Band'2'con:nuum/line'survey'–'TBC'

'Wide$view$of$Galacgc$Plane$required$for$HI$and$RRLs$(|b|$~10$degs?).$NonIthermal$congnuum$–$
$synergy$with$Band$5$survey.$$Thermal$OH$for$COIdark$gas.$Commensally$with$pulsar$survey?'$

4.'SKAULow'survey'of'nearby'(exoplanet)'stars'–'joint'with'Cradle'of'Life'

$$$ $50I87.5$MHz$&$300I337.5$MHz,$50$&$10$μJy$rms.$Magnetospheric$emission$from$exoplanets$$

5.'Time'domain'study'of'nearby'open'clusters'–'joint'with'Cradle'of'Life'

$5$GHz$variability$study$over$~1$yr$toward$10$clusters.$Combine$with$VLBI$to$measure$parallax$&$proper$
$mogons.$YSO$flaring,$detailed$tomography$of$clusters,$grain$growth$in$protoplanetary$disks$$

Our'Galaxy'SWG''

Extension to Band 5+ : Ammonia (23-25 GHz), water masers (22GHz) --  Andrew Walsh 
 



Cradle'of'Life'–'Proposed'KSPs'
KSP#1:'Young'Cluster'Deep'Field'
•  Mid,'top'of'band'5'
•  Looking'at'grain'growth,'pre<bio=c'

molecules,'jets,'etc'
•  Single'poin=ng'of'~1000'hours'

–  possibly'a'JVLA'pilot'study'of'~10'clusters'to'
decide'on'the'final'target'

'
KSP#2:'Grain'Growth'Evolu?on'
(joint'with'Our'Galaxy?)'
•  Mid,'top'of'band'5'
•  Shallower'survey'of'~10'clusters'with'a'range'

of'ages'
•  Aims'to'establish'the'change'in'average'dust'

disc'spectral'index'as'a'func=on'of'=me'and'
stellar'mass'

'



Cradle'of'Life'–'Proposed'KSPs'
KSP#3:'The'Stellar'Neighborhood:'Stars,'
Planets'and'Civiliza?ons'
•  Low'&'Mid'(imaging'&'non<imaging)''
•  Detailed'examina=on'of'all'stars'within'10'pc'(~250'

stars'and'100’s'of'exoplanets,'35'currently'known)'
–  'auroral'emissions,'coronal'mass'ejec=ons,'thermal'

emissions,'pre<bio=c'molecules,'etc'
•  Low<frequency'search'of'low'galac=c'la=tudes'for'

exoplanets,'brown'dwarfs'and'low<mass'stars'
–  'complemen=ng'EoR'survey'at'higher'la=tudes'

•  Simultaneous'deep'searches'for'leaked'ar=ficial'
radio'sources'
–  sensi=vity'to'detect'transmiYers'equivalent'to'

highest'power'transmiYers'on'Earth'



Cradle'of'Life'–'Proposed'KSPs'

KSP#4:'The'SKA1'SETI'Survey'
•  Low'&'Mid,'all'bands,'mul=ple'=ed<array'

voltage'beams'
•  Survey'1'million'objects'of'interest,'plus'raster'

scan'regions'of'high'stellar'density'(inner'Milky'
Way,'nearby'galaxies)'

•  Search'for'both'narrowband'and'wideband'
signals,'leaked'and'deliberate'

•  Represents'1000'=mes'more'objects'at'10'
=mes'greater'sensi=vity'than'the'most'
thorough'previous'SETI'search'


